TEEN BIBLE QUIZ OFFICIALS TEST PHASE 2
1. If an A-League assistant coach calls for a contest, what should the quizmaster do?
a. Foul the assistant coach’s team and refuse to grant the contest.
b. Don’t grant the contest, and don’t foul the assistant coach’s team.
c. Foul the assistant coach’s team and grant the contest.
d. Grant the contest, and do not foul the assistant coach’s team.
2. For the following question, which answers should be counted correct? (Select all that
apply)
Two-part Chapter Analysis Answer. John 1:28 names which geographical locations?
(John 1:28 This all happened at Bethany on the other side of the Jordan.)
a. “This all happened at Bethany on the other side of the Jordan.”
b. “Bethany and Jordan.”
c. “Bethany on the other side of the Jordan.”
d. “Jordan, Bethany.”
3. If an answer on the answer sheet has words underlined and the quizzer does not say
those words, how should the officials vote?
a. The quizzer is incorrect – if the words are underlined, they must be given in the
answer.
b. The quizzer is only correct if it is not a quotation question or a give a complete
answer.
c. The quizzer is correct if the judge does not believe the words are necessary for
the answer – the underlined words are only suggestions.
d. The quizzer is only correct if the judges discuss and vote unanimously.
4. When may the quizmaster and judges discuss a contest?
a. During the presentation of a contest.
b. After the presentation and response of a contest before voting.
c. After the initial vote if it is not unanimous and before voting again.
d. All of the above.
5. The phrase “declares the Lord” is a part of the Old Testament scripture in Hebrews 8:8.
Is the quizzer required to give that interjection when giving this Old Testament Scripture as
an answer?
a. No, because interjected phrases found within Chapter Analysis answers are not
required.
b. No, because including an interjected phrase in a Chapter Analysis answer would
be incorrect.
c. Yes, because interjected phrases are always a part of a Chapter Analysis
answer.
d. Yes, because anytime an interjected phrase is found within a Chapter Analysis
answer then it must be included in the answer.
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6. If a team contests twice on the same question, in what order must they present their
contests?
a. Contests can be presented in any order.
b. Contests regarding the other team’s answer must be presented before contests
regarding their own answer.
c. Validity contests must be presented before any other contests.
d. The quizmaster decides the order of contests.
7. For the following question, which answers should be counted incorrect? (Select all that
apply)
Chapter Analysis Answer. What did Jesus ask Israel’s teacher?
(John 3:10 “You are Israel’s teacher,” said Jesus, “and do you not understand these
things?”)
a. “Jesus said, you are Israel’s teacher and do you not understand these things?”
b. “You are Israel’s teacher and do you not understand?”
c. “You are Israel’s teacher and do you not understand all these things? Said
Jesus.”
d. “You are Israel’s teacher,” said Jesus, “and do you not understand these
things?”
8. If a team presents a multi-issue contest and the first issue of the contest is denied but
the second issue is accepted, which of the following is true?
a. The contest is considered an unsuccessful contest.
b. The contest is considered a successful contest.
c. The contest is considered one successful and one unsuccessful contest.
d. The contest is considered two unsuccessful contests.
9. After question 16, quizzer Green 1 asks to test his buzzer, and the buzzer does not work.
However, Green 1 had previously hit question 14. What should the officials do?
a. Find the coordinator.
b. Fix the equipment and void and replace questions 15-16.
c. Fix the equipment and void and replace the entire match.
d. Give quizzer green 1 a foul for not reporting the equipment malfunction earlier.
10. If the officials accept a contest based on Additional Scriptural Evidence but can’t recall
what the quizzer said, what should they do?
a. Read a substitute question for that team only.
b. Count the quizzer incorrect.
c. Re-read a substitute question for both teams.
d. Find the coordinator.
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11. For the following question, which answers should be counted correct? (Select all that
apply)
Two-part Chapter Analysis Answer. Which Old Testament Scriptures are found?
(Mark 7:10 For Moses said, “Honor your father and mother,” and, “Anyone who curses their
father or mother is to be put to death.”)
a. “’Honor your father and mother,’ and, ‘Anyone who curses their father or
mother is to be put to death.’”
b. “For Moses said, ‘Honor your father and mother,’ and, ‘Anyone who curses their
father or mother is to be put to death.’”
c. “Honor your father and mother. Anyone who curses their father or mother is to
be put to death.”
d. “Give honor to both of your parents. Everybody who curses their parents is to
be executed.”
12. What happens if “time” is called before the initiating team has a chance to begin their
presentation of a contest?
a. It will be counted as an unsuccessful contest and no response will be allowed.
b. The team will be given another three minutes to give their contest.
c. There is no penalty for the initiating team and the responding team gets to
present their argument.
d. None of the above.
13. True or False. After correctly completing a Chapter Analysis answer, a quizzer can give
any number of incorrect and/or irrelevant answers and still be counted correct.
a. True
b. False
14. During which of the following times can the quizmaster and judges review the scripture
portion? (Select all that apply)
a. If there is a need to verify the answer on the official question.
b. During the presentation of a contest and the response.
c. After the presentation of a contest and response.
d. None of the above.
15. Out of the following, who will receive a foul if they initiate a contest?
a. An active quizzer who is not the captain.
b. A Middle school assistant coach.
c. An A League inactive quizzer.
d. An Experience league head coach.
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16. For the following question, which answers should be counted correct? (Select all that
apply)
For 10 points. Chapter Analysis Answer. From John Chapter 7. From whose descendants will
the Messiah come?
(John 7:42 Does not scripture say that the Messiah will come from David’s descendants and
from Bethlehem, the town where David lived?)
a. “The Messiah will come from David’s descendants.”
b. “King David’s.”
c. “David.”
d. “Does not scripture say that the Messiah will come from David’s descendants?”
17. What happens when the first vote by the judges is not unanimous to accept or deny a
contest?
a. The majority vote rules.
b. The quizmaster and judges may quietly discuss the contest among themselves
and then vote again.
c. They immediately vote again with no discussion.
d. There is an appeal to the coordinator of the meet.
18. The captain of a team quizzes out forward, but the officials forget to recognize the quiz
out and he remains in the match. Even though he does not answer any more questions,
before the match has been officially closed, the other team claimed that this made them hit
faster, causing them to miss questions and lose the match. How should the officials handle
this situation?
a. Get a coordinator’s ruling because there is no rule specifically covering this
situation.
b. Void and replace all questions after the captain quizzed out.
c. Handle this like a contest has been presented and immediately vote
independently and announce the majority ruling.
d. Foul the captain for not alerting the officials of the quiz out.
19. Who may verbally communicate quietly to fellow team members during the
presentation of a contest?
a. Members of the team presenting the contest.
b. The person presenting the contest.
c. Members of the responding team.
d. All of the above.
20. For a Chapter Analysis question requiring individuals and/or geographical
locations, which of the following would still allow a quizzer’s answer to be counted correct?
a. Including connecting words such as “and” and “or” between answers.
b. Mispronouncing the name or location.
c. Giving the answers out of the order listed on the sheet (when no order is
specified).
d. All of the above.
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21. A head coach doesn’t like the officials’ ruling on his quizzer’s answer of a quotation
question. After his contest is denied, he requests a coordinator’s ruling. How should the
officials handle this?
a. Immediately find the coordinator and request the ruling.
b. Foul the coach, say nothing and move on.
c. Reverse the ruling on the contest because the coach feels so strongly about it.
d. Politely inform the coach that judgement calls are not grounds for a
coordinator’s appeal.
22. When should a question be voided and replaced for one team? (Select all that apply)
a. A substitute question is ruled invalid that was read to one team.
b. A quizzer is hindered from answering a question by an official calling
“interruption” on a non-interrupted question.
c. There is a tie between two quizzers on the same team.
d. A quizzer whose answer is incomplete, but not incorrect, is not given a full 30
seconds to answer.
23. If both teams miss a question and they both want to contest, what happens next?
a. The team that wants to contest validity must contest first.
b. The judges will vote on who gets to contest first.
c. If the missed question causes a quizzer to quiz out backwards, that team must
contest first.
d. The team that responded to the question first must contest first.
24. When answering a question that requires a Chapter Analysis answer that is an
individual, is the quizzer restricted to only saying one answer for the individual?
a. Yes, because the rules say that the quizzer may only give the Chapter Analysis
answer required by the question.
b. Yes, even if there are multiple names for the same individual.
c. No, because if more than one name exists within the scripture portion, then the
quizzer may answer with one name for the individual or all names for the
individual.
d. No, because if more than one name is given in the Bible for the individual, then
the quizzer can give any one name for the individual found within the entire Bible as
long as she can prove it from the Bible.
25. Who may present a contest? (Select all that apply)
a. The team captain.
b. Active quizzers.
c. Coach/assistant coach.
d. Inactive quizzers.

How did you do?
Go to youth.ag.org/Participate/Bible-Quiz/Compete or BibleQuiz.com/officials-test to get the
answer key! You can also find other officials’ tests as well as a link at BibleQuiz.com to join the
Bible Quiz Facebook group, an active community of Bible Quiz enthusiasts.
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